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BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA,
August 13, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -The joy of welcoming a newborn in the
family is inexpressible. And such lovely
moments are always framed forever in
the minds. But you can frame them at
your home, in your album, and enjoy
the same happiness when you first
held that little baby in your hands or
ushered him into your home.

Baby Photography by Yatish

Most people think it takes a million
snapshots in your photo album to tell your child’s story. But that it’s about capturing the right
frame at the right time. With diverse options for your photo shoot, you are given the choice to let
(y)our creativity run wild or keep it natural and capture your baby in the moment, whether
outdoors or at home.
There are different poses such as
● Sleeping baby photos
● Themed photos
● Capturing detailed body parts
● Capturing with the parents
● Capturing the growth
● Natural moments
● With props
"We work with a storyboard and conceptualizes each shot to tell a story, one that is personal and
special. Inspired by natural surroundings I bring in the colors, backdrops, materials, furniture
and ambiance, reflecting the same. You will find the photos to be more candid, deep and
vintage-like with solo pieces of wooden barrels, mini baby cribs, swing chairs, rustic rugs, pottery,
and flower fences. As a part of a new trend, capturing the tiny details of your baby, like the small

hands of her little nose or small lips is effectively done by the team.. By capturing the small
details, there are better images provided and it will be an attractive one for you and your baby.
Use of massive lighting while taking pictures of your baby is to be taken care of; making sure the
sensitivity of a newborn. Baby Shoot is time consuming but its rewarding at the end when you
see the parent smile when they look at the photographs" says Yatish Jain a prominent baby
photography from Bangalore.
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